Tailor-made charters:
Each charter is tailor-made to fit your individual requirements with flexible seating, personalised décor
and themed arrangements. Every event is envisioned with creativity, originality and attention to detail:
Appearance (décor, layout, facilities)

•

 ommunication (u-shape, classroom, theatre style with the latest in communication techniques,
C
audio and visual aids)

•

 ollateral (invitations, menu with logo, personalised cruise map, posters, banners or other
C
promotional materials)

Top Features:

Actual Capacity
(please note: for charters the layout can be entirely redesigned)
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The Complete Vessel
Bateaux Dubai can easily be transformed into an exclusive, spacious
indoor air-conditioned restaurant and can be customised with flexible
seating, personalised décor and themed arrangements to suit exact
requirements. Three different areas represent the indoor venue: the
Prestige Lounge, the Window Areas and the Middle Lounge.
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Bateaux Dubai is open to the public and cruises for dinner 7 nights a week.
Guests can enjoy indoor seating and an outdoor deck during the cruise.
Bateaux Dubai is a unique option for great group outings with friends or family
and romantic dinners.
Flexible (or modular) venue which can easily accommodate a wide range of chartered
events.
You can book tailor-made cruises at your preferred time of day, whether for breakfast,
lunch, afternoon tea or dinner.
Marvel at unmatched views of Dubai’s historic trading routes, the Bastakiya and
H.H. Sheikh Saaed’s House, the birthplace of H.H. Sheikh Rashid.
You can enjoy constantly changing, breathtaking views no matter where you are seated.
Bateaux Dubai is fully licensed and serves a variety of beverages and cocktails.
Bateaux Dubai features an à la carte menu which is prepared onboard for absolute
freshness and features universal influences for a refreshing culinary experience.
Bespoke menus and a plethora of décor and set-up options available.
Live entertainment 7 nights a week.
You and up to 300 guests can be comfortably accommodated.
Music and lighting, special effects, themes and private fireworks are available
on request.
Our hi-tech air-conditioning system ensures maximum comfort any time of the year.
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Middle Lounge
This is the centre of the boat which can accommodate up to 100
guests. Personalised setup can be organised upon request.
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Window Area
On each side of the Middle Lounge, tables of 2 or 4 along the
windows offer breathtaking views of the creek.
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Prestige Lounge
With this option, your seats are located at the front of the boat in a
way to ensure more privacy. The Prestige Lounge can accommodate
up to 52 guests and can be easily customised with flexible seating.
Ideal for small groups that want a separate area.

The Two-Tiered Outdoor Deck
Both the upper and lower level, located nearby the captain’s cabin,
can accommodate guests for an outdoor cocktail reception or to
enjoy the fresh air and breeze during the cruise.
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For reservations please contact your
travel professional or call: +971 4 399 4994
or book online:

www.bateauxdubai.com
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A memorable cruise
down the Dubai Creek
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Be Inspired
Discover the historic sights and modern landmarks along Dubai Creek onboard the elegant
and mesmerising Bateaux Dubai – a unique, must-do cruise experience for any visitor to Dubai.
The sleek design of this glass-enclosed vessel, modern décor, personalised service, freshly
prepared gourmet cuisine and panoramic views of Dubai make a cruise on Bateaux Dubai
as inspiring as the city itself. Air-conditioned luxury and superb live entertainment add a
special atmosphere as the evening lights of Dubai glitter through the full length
glass windows of Bateaux Dubai with its 360-degree views.
Bateaux Dubai is fully licensed and air-conditioned for added comfort. Onboard, the awesome
ambience with elegant accents and personalised service can be tailored to suit individual
needs and requirements. Vibrant and freshly prepared gourmet cuisine features
distinctive flavours that can satisfy any palate.
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The Destination
of Choice

Stay Cool

A Gastronomic Delight

Sights and Sounds

Perfect for any time of year, this
air-conditioned glass-enclosed splendour
offers a remarkable experience in comfort.

Savour a freshly prepared 4-course gourmet
meal onboard that features universal influences
for a refreshing culinary experience.

Cruise down the historic waters of the Dubai
Creek 7 nights a week and take in its iconic
sights with plenty of photo opportunities.

The Definitive Daily Cruise

Special Occasions and Events

Bateaux Dubai is 56m long and 13m wide and can be customised for a wide range of functions
and events.

Amaze your family and friends, impress clients and encourage colleagues with refreshing and
awe-inspiring corporate functions.

• Ideal for individuals, couples and groups of 20 to 100 people
• Accommodates up to 300 guests for cocktail receptions and 200 guests for seated dinners

• Birthday parties, anniversaries and other special occasions are all turned into a celebration aboard
Bateaux Dubai
• Corporate events, product launches, press conferences, conventions, private parties, fashion
shows, birthdays, wedding receptions, meetings, workshops, company celebrations and more
• Customised events to appease every taste in terms of décor, ambience, entertainment, fireworks,
laser shows and more can be arranged
• Appearance, décor and layout can be altered and custom extras to suit any corporate meeting
are available
• The latest communication techniques, audio and visual aids
• All collateral can be arranged and personalised (invitations, menus, adding logos, cruise maps,
posters, banners and other promotional material)

• À la carte and unique menus can be created for breakfasts, lunches, dinners and cocktail parties
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